
ARB Presentation Question and Answer from 4/14/2022 
Q. If I have a Special Payment and want to change to a revenue transfer - do I need to get CFO 

approval? 

A. CFO Analyst approval is required to move a special payment to a revenue transfer 
because you are reducing, increasing, or changing expenditures. 

 

Q. Do you have a cohort of newbies out there you know about? Maybe we could form a 
community of practice to help one another out? 

A. Great idea.  I will setup a regular meeting that anyone can attend to talk about 
questions and issues they are having. 

 

Q. Should I assume that all is well with that the 19-21 actuals audit? I don't recall hearing 
anything back after that submission. 

A. It hasn’t been our practice that we notify agencies that Actuals Audits are complete 
since there are no additional steps or documentation after passing audit, but we will 
change that practice and let you know when we have signed off on them. 

 

Q. LDs approved the Legislature that go into the 23-25 biennium, are they exceptions to base or 
do we need to phase them in? 

A. We should be able to copy these forwards into the new biennium for you.  Use the 
ORPICS Extract option to send those positions that need to be copied forward and we 
will take care of that for you.  Please copy your CFO analyst on the email to 
ORBITS.Help@das.oregon.gov. 

 

Q. Which is first Pkg 060 then all the CSL packages? Or all CSL packages then Pkg 060? 

A. You should enter the 60 after 10’s, 20’s, and 30’s are complete at least. 

 

Q. Is the OPE Paid Family Medical Leave applied similarly to Mass Transit... or at the individual 
position, like PERS. 

A. Paid Family Medical Leave Insurance (PFMLI) will be applied just as Social Security and 
PERS are applied currently. 
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Q. How soon can POP names be entered and opened? 

A. We can setup POPS once approved during the CSL phase, but will not open POPs for 
entry until after CSL Audit is complete. 

 

Q. When we are pricing positions for our POPs we should do them at step 3? 

A. Yes. 

 

Q. Will PFMLI account 3241 calculate on overtime and differential? 

A. Yes, it will calculate on overtime and differentials in the same manner that Social 
Security and PERS currently do. 

 

Q. What is the new date for PICS Freeze? 

A. We are shooting for 4/21/22. 

 

Q.  Will the (current) positions affected by TOMP show as phase-out - meaning, will the old 
classification phase out and the new one phase in, or will it just be replaced? 

A. The positions will be changed to the new classification in base during the Freeze 
process.  You will not need to address these in a package. 

 

 


